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ABSTRACT

It was proposed recently that laser-ion acceleration in gas jets may be significantly improved if each side of a gas jet target is tailored by an
auxiliary nanosecond laser pulse [Marquès et al., Phys. Plasmas 28, 023103 (2021)]. In the present study, the proton acceleration by electro-
static shock in these one- or two-side tailored plasmas is investigated using particle-in-cell simulations. It is demonstrated that the formation
of a thin plasma layer with a steep density profile and a maximum density of the order of the critical density strongly improves the proton
acceleration in the forward direction with a maximum ion energy of tens of MeV with mildly relativistic laser pulses. Proton acceleration up
to tens of MeV is predicted using realistic plasma density profiles obtained from tailored gas jet targets compared to a few MeV reported in
other publications.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0062503

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, laser-accelerated ion beams have attracted
considerable interest due to their promising characteristics for many
potential applications, such as particle physics,2,3 proton radiogra-
phy,4,5 cancer therapy,6,7 and isotope production.8 These applications
require ion beams with controllable energy bandwidth, low divergence
at the source, and a high repetition rate.

Several regimes have been proposed for laser-driven ion accelera-
tion: Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA),9,10 Radiation
Pressure Acceleration (RPA),11–14 Breakout Afterburner Acceleration
(BOA),15,16 and Collisionless Shock Acceleration (CSA). Among these
regimes, CSA has become a very attractive candidate for the genera-
tion of high quality ion beams using gas jets as it eliminates the con-
straints of target replacement and realignment between the
consecutive shots and reduces the amount of debris. Moreover,

compared to the other mechanisms, protons accelerated in electro-
static shocks have significant advantages in terms of low divergence
and low energy spread: the shock wave front can accelerate upstream
ions by reflecting them to twice the shock velocity17 when the kinetic
energy of incoming ions is less than the shock potential in the shock-
rest frame.

Several numerical studies18,19 predict the possibility to obtain
high-quality quasi-monoenergetic ion beams by the CSA mechanism,
with energies up to a hundred of MeV, but impose severe require-
ments on the target, especially on the scale length of the plasma profile
that strongly influences the quality of the accelerated particles. Until
now, experiments20–26 have not succeeded to accelerate ions above a
few MeV, neither by using gas targets nor exploded solid targets. This
experimental limit on ion energy can be explained by the fact that the
laser beam undergoes non-linear modifications during its propagation
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in the low density region at the entrance of the plasma and cannot
launch an efficient electrostatic shock.

In this study, we demonstrate numerically the possibility to accel-
erate protons to several tens of MeV by optimizing the hydrogen gas
jet profile. To achieve this goal, and as proposed in Marques et al.,1

one or two nanosecond laser beams propagating perpendicularly to
the main ps laser pulse through the low-density edge of the gas jet are
used to shape the plasma density profile. In this paper, a numerical
chain formed by the hydrodynamic code TROLL27 and the Particle-
In-Cell (PIC) code SMILEI28 is used to analyze and optimize the phys-
ical processes of gas profile tailoring and proton acceleration. Under
the best conditions, protons can be accelerated to energies of several
tens of MeV in the shock. Depending on the number of ns-laser beams
used to shape the plasma profile, at the front side or both at the front
and rear sides, this acceleration scheme allows to reach proton energies
up to 60MeV with an energy spread of �14% and a number of 1010

protons per steradian.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theoretical

model of shock acceleration in near critical plasmas is reminded and
supported by PIC simulations to highlight the parasitic processes oper-
ating in the gas wings of a supersonic gas target: laser beam self-
focusing and filamentation that deteriorate the laser pulse before the
shock formation. In Secs. III and IV, the principle of the laser tailoring
scheme is presented. We explain how it allows us to solve the issues
described in Sec. II and improves the shock acceleration in gas targets.
In Sec. V, an optimization of the shock acceleration scheme is per-
formed through the variation of parameters of the density profiles.
Section VI summarizes the main results of this study.

II. ION ACCELERATION IN DENSE GAS TARGET
A. Laser-driven electrostatic shocks in near-critical
density plasmas

CSA is based on the formation of an electrostatic shock that is
typically associated with the excitation of ion acoustic waves. The for-
mation of a collisionless electrostatic shock requires the creation of a
localized region of higher pressure within a plasma with electron tem-
perature Te much larger than the ion temperature Ti.

17,18 As this
region of high pressure (defined as the downstream region) expands, it
can drive a shock wave into the surrounding lower-pressure plasma
(defined as the upstream region). The interaction of a high-intensity
laser with a near-critical density plasma can efficiently produce these
conditions in two ways:

• If the plasma remains opaque to the laser, the radiation pressure
drives a density steepening in the region irradiated by the laser,
and this density steepened plasma front surface is accelerated as
a moving piston and creates the pressure discontinuity necessary
for shock formation.18

• If the plasma is transparent to the laser, electrons are heated by
the laser to MeV-level energies and drive a density breakout at
the descending density profile.

An efficient plasma heating is the key factor in CSA. In contrast
to RPA, to drive an efficient electrostatic shock, the laser has to heat
the entire plasma in volume and create a uniform temperature distri-
bution. To obtain such a uniform temperature profile, the target thick-
ness has to be limited to allow the electrons recirculation in the
target.17 This condition reads Lt < k0ðmi=meÞ1=2, where Lt is the

target thickness, k0 is the laser wavelength, andmi (me) is the ion (elec-
tron) mass. This condition limits the target thickness by 50–100lm
for the laser wavelength of 1lm, assuming the density is close to the
critical density. The use of a supersonic gas jet allows us to reach this
near critical density condition but is inconsistent with the requirement
on the target thickness since the typical size of a gas jet is of a several
millimeters.

This study is based on a method of creation of thin plasma layers
that satisfy this size requirement despite a spatially extended initial
profile.

Once created, the shock wave propagates with a velocity defined
as vsh ¼ MCs ¼ M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZTe=mi

p
where M is the Mach number, Cs the

local sound speed, and Z the ion atomic number. Thus, the shock
velocity depends directly upon the electron temperature, indicating
that to reach high velocities, the plasma has to be strongly heated. This
gives the first constraint on the ion energy in CSA: Ei / miC2

s ¼ ZTe;
therefore, in order to reach MeV-level ion energies, the electron tem-
perature has to also be �1MeV. A theory of collisionless electrostatic
shocks based on the Sagdeev pseudo-potential method shows that in
isothermal Boltzmann plasmas, only a Mach number M >1.6 leads to
a strong shock creation where ions can be reflected.29 The charge sepa-
ration occurs at the moving front, generating strong electric fields
which can reflect the incoming ions. Considering a frame moving with
the shock, in which the shock is stationary and upstream ions are
impinging upon it at the shock velocity, these ions will climb the
potential until they are either stopped or pass over the barrier and
through the shock front. The reflection condition is therefore that the
electrostatic potential barrier exceeds the ion kinetic energy:
eUsh > 1=2miv2i . If this condition is verified, the ion is stopped and
accelerated down the potential. Its final velocity equals to minus its ini-
tial speed in the shock reference frame. In the lab frame, if the particle
starts at rest, the reflected ion moves at vi � 2vsh. Since the accelera-
tion process in the shock front for the highest energy ions is deter-
mined only by the shock velocity, which remains approximately
constant, it is expected that an experimental signature for this mecha-
nism can be seen as peaked structures in the ion energy distribution.
The more the shock velocity is uniform, the more the reflected ion
energy distribution is narrow. While a high reflection efficiency is
desirable in order to accelerate a large number of ions, it could have a
deleterious effect on the shock structure with a strong dissipation,
leading to decreasing its velocity and thus spreading the ion energy
distribution.30 For a more realistic case where the upstream plasma is
expanding at some velocity v0, the relative motion between the shock
and the particle needs to be taken into account and the reflected ions
move at vi � 2vsh � v0.

Figure 1 summarizes the important steps for an efficient ion
acceleration by a laser-driven electrostatic shock as a function of the
laser beam propagation direction as follows:31–33

(1) The laser beam has to keep its integrity propagating in the gas
density ramp in order to transfer a maximum of its energy to
the plasma in the higher density region.

(2) As the laser pulse reaches the high density region, the absorp-
tion has to be efficient. In order to create a strong shock, the
peak plasma density must be on the order of the relativistic crit-
ical density18 ne ffi cnc, where c ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a20=2

p
, and a0 is the

normalized laser vector potential. The thickness of the high
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density region has to allow an efficient absorption of laser pulse
energy.

(3) The upstream region crossed by the shock plays a crucial role
in the ion energy distribution. Because of a finite size of the
plasma layer, expansion of hot electrons into vacuum gives rise
to a non-uniform electrostatic field in the sheath and introduces
a spread in ion velocities, broadening the ion energy distribu-
tion as typical of TNSA. This sheath field can be controlled by
using an extended upstream plasma density profile. For an
exponential plasma profile with a scale length Lg, the sheath
electric field is constant at early times (t � 4Lg=Cs)

34 before
wave breaking, and its amplitude given by ETNSA ¼ Te=eLg can
be tuned by choosing the length Lg. The necessary condition for
the generation of monoenergetic ion beams18 can be written as
Lg � 2kD, where kD is the Debye length, on the order of a few
micrometers for a MeV-level temperature in this region. The
final ion energy distribution can finally be broadened by the ini-
tial ion velocity distribution before their reflection by the shock
but especially by a shock velocity that decreases in time while
the shock slows down in the upstream region where the tem-
perature is not uniform.

This last requirement on the length of the plasma density profile
of the rear side of the target (Lg � 2kD) seems to run contrary to the
requirement on the target thickness (Lt < k0ðmi=meÞ1=2); however,
since Lg is on the order of few micrometers and Lt on the order of a
hundred micrometers, these two conditions can be satisfied in our tai-
loring plasma scheme.

In order to study laser-ion acceleration with unshaped or shaped
gas jets, we performed 2D planar particle-in-cell simulations using the
code SMILEI.28 The simulation box is 1mm long and 60lm wide,
resolved with 20 000� 800 cells with 50 particles per cell. The total
simulation time is 20 ps, sampled with a time step of Dt ¼ 0:06 fs. At
each simulation boundary, absorbing conditions are adopted for both
particles and fields, and the laser is launched from the left side with
electric field in the simulation plane. The laser parameters correspond
to the PICO2000 laser at LULI, France.1 They are a Gaussian beam of
wavelength of 1lm with a temporal envelope of 1.0 ps at full width at
half maximum (FWHM) and a spot of 10lm at FWHM, focused at

the center of the simulation box. The Rayleigh length is on the order
of a millimeter. The maximum laser intensity of 5:0� 1019 W cm�2,
corresponding to a normalized laser vector potential of 6, reaches the
center of the gas jet (x¼ 500lm) at t¼ 2.5 ps from the beginning of
the simulation. The particle diagnostic records the accelerated protons
at the limits of the simulation box (x¼ 0, x¼ 1mm, y¼ 0 and
y¼ 60lm).

B. Laser energy losses in the rising density ramp
of a gas jet target

In previous numerical studies,18,22,35 the plasma density profile
was optimized in terms of laser absorption and shock formation with
a 10lm linear ramp at the front side and an exponential slope at the
rear side with a scale length Lp ¼ 20lm. However, the gas jets used in
experiments have a much broader density profile. Then, the first issue
preventing an efficient ion acceleration in an electrostatic shock is the
development of non-linear phenomena (self-channeling, filamenta-
tion, Raman scattering) that occur during the laser propagation in the
gas density ramp.

The plasma profile, used in this PIC simulation, is shown in Fig. 2.
It corresponds to a supersonic hydrogen gas jet used by Puyuelo-Valdes
et al.,23 with a Lorentzian radial profile ne0ðrÞ ¼ n0=ð1þ ½r=r0	2Þ,
where r0 ¼ 70lm. The orange arrow represents the main laser beam
direction. The laser has to cross a gas density from 1� 1019 to 1� 1021

cm�3 over several hundred micrometers and may lose a large part of its
energy due to non-linear phenomena like filamentation and self-
channeling. In a recent experiment by Puyuelo-Valdes et al.23 with such
a gas jet, an isotropic acceleration with a flux of 1011 protons/MeV/sr
was measured at low energies up to 2–3MeV, and secondary peaked
structures were observed between 3 and 5MeV at 0
, 30
, 70
, and 90
,
respectively.

The excitation of the filamentation instability breaks the laser
beam before it can reach the peak of the density profile and results in
proton acceleration mainly at the beginning of laser propagation. As
illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the laser pulse loses its integrity and splits in
multiple filaments, crossing the wings of the gas where the density is

FIG. 1. Optimized gas density profile needed for efficient ion acceleration by laser-
driven electrostatic shock: (1) A low density pedestal to avoid that the laser under-
goes filamentation, self-focusing, and Raman scattering, and loses a large part of
its energy. (2) A narrow high density region with the maximum density close to the
relativistic critical density (cnc) is used to produce a strong shock. (3) An upstream
region crossed by the shock should present a smooth density profile to avoid TNSA
competition. The typical widths of these three layers are of several tens of micro-
meters for layers (1) and (3) and thinner (several micrometers) for layer (2).

FIG. 2. Electron density distribution in the laser propagation plane. Red dashed
line: electron density distribution in the direction of laser propagation. The maximum
density at the center of the gas jet is 1:0nc .
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varying from 0:01nc to 0:3nc. The laser electric field is deteriorated
during this first stage of laser propagation. The plots at the right of Fig.
3(a) in blue, orange, and green representing, respectively, the trans-
verse distribution of the laser beam intensity as a function of the depth
(at x¼ 300, 400, 500lm) show that the laser intensity presents multi-
ple hot spots. The radial component of the laser-driven ponderomo-
tive force expels electrons and ions out of the central region, thus
creating a density depression around the laser propagation axis with
filaments between x¼ 200 and x¼ 400lm as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

The proton acceleration occurs in two steps:

(1) The ponderomotive force in the low density pedestal creates an
electric field of charge separation and leads to proton accelera-
tion to energies up to 20MeV. Figure 4(a) shows that protons
are accelerated in the interval between x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 500 lm
in the low density part of plasma profile. The position of the
first peak in Fig. 4(a) at x ¼ 150 lm corresponds to the begin-
ning of filamentation (after the laser beam has self-focused).
The ponderomotive force in the filaments is mainly transverse,
so the emission angles of the accelerated protons are centered
around 90
 [see Fig. 4(b)].

(2) After crossing the low density zone, the laser beam reaches a
higher density and launches an electrostatic shock that acceler-
ates protons in the forward direction. The shock is created by a
pressure discontinuity due to density steepening by the laser
radiation pressure. However, the energy of these protons does
not exceed a few MeV due to the reduction of the laser intensity
induced by strong filamentation and defocusing in the low den-
sity zone.

Figure 5 presents the proton phase diagram (px; xÞ showing the
shock evolution at 6 and 19 ps. The shock is formed after the laser has
left the simulation box. It propagates between 12 and 17 ps with a
velocity of 0:03c. It slows down with time in a high density
(ne > 0:8nc) region of temperature Te � 50 keV, after the peak den-
sity located at 500lm. The corresponding Mach number of this shock
isM ¼ 4 > 1:6, so the ion reflection is possible.

At 6 ps, the shock front is at 500lm. The protons located after
the peak density in the gas are accelerated in a weak charge separation
electric field in both directions as illustrated in Fig. 5. At 12 ps, the
weak shock is propagating forward, reflecting protons in the down-
stream region and accelerating them to twice its velocity. After 19 ps,
the symmetry between positive and negative proton momenta is bro-
ken: the protons are pushed by the shock in the laser propagation
direction. There are two distinct components in the pxðxÞ proton dia-
gram: the shock acceleration (red circle) and the heating (blue circle)
in Fig. 5(a). This leads to two distinct components in the proton
energy distribution presented in Fig. 6. This time integrated proton
energy distribution in the forward direction presents a bump around
1.5MeV corresponding to a velocity equal to twice the shock velocity.
This is a confirmation of proton acceleration by the CSA mecha-
nism,18 whereas the left part of the spectrum corresponds to the very
low energy protons not reflected efficiently by the shock but

FIG. 3. (a) Left: Distribution of the laser electric field Ey in the (x, y) plane, right:
jEy j2 lineouts at different positions (x¼ 300, 400, and 500lm, proof of the laser
integrity loss as a function of the propagation depth; (b) plasma density map. Laser
parameters are given in the text and plasma profile is shown in Fig. 2, time is 2.4 ps.

FIG. 4. (a) Proton energy Ei as a function of detection position: the most energetic
protons are produced before the density peak during the laser pulse filamentation.
(b) Proton energy as a function of emission angle: the most energetic protons are
emitted at 90
 during the laser pulse filamentation.
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accelerated in a weak electric field of charge separation downstream of
the shock. The number of accelerated protons in the forward direction
by the CSA mechanism is 2:3� 108 (the phase space of protons is
transferred in 3D geometry considering a cylindrical symmetry around
the x-axis on a transverse direction of the focal spot size) with energies
between 0.8 and 1.8MeV. There is a weak energy spread of the proton
due to the front shock slowing down in the downstream region. These
observations are in good agreement with experimental results obtained
during the campaign.23

The main issue that prevents efficient ion acceleration in a super-
sonic gas jet target is therefore breaking of the laser beam in multiple
filaments before reaching the density where the shock can be created.
The experimental observations of low energy accelerated protons in

the laser direction are explained by the laser filamentation in the gas
wings. At lower laser energies (at the level of a few Joules), a laser col-
lapse in the gas wings has also been observed to have a similar detri-
mental effect on CSA.36

C. Laser beam self-channeling and filamentation

Due to the finite width of the laser beam, a radial component of
the ponderomotive force expels electrons out of the central region cre-
ating a density depletion. Such density decrease also increases the local
refractive index and hence has a focusing effect for the pulse: this effect
is referred to as “self-channeling.” The position in the plasma where
self-focusing starts can be estimated according to the formula pro-
posed by Marburger37 for the Kerr nonlinearity in optics is as follows:

xf ¼
0:367zRffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Plas
Pcr

r
� 0:852

�2

� 0:0219

s : (1)

Here, zR is the Rayleigh length, Plas is the laser beam power, and
Pcr is the critical power for self-focusing. The critical power for the rel-
ativistic self-focusing reads38

Pcr GW½ 	 ’ 17
nc
ne
: (2)

The use of the critical power for the relativistic self-focusing (2)
in the Marburger formula (1) allows evaluation of the position in the
plasma where self-focusing starts. For a laser power of Plas ’ 40 TW
and a Rayleigh length zR ’ 1 mm, Table I summarizes the self-
focusing distance as a function of density ne=nc. For plasma density
larger than 0.01nc, this distance is much shorter than the size of the
wings of the gas jet plasma. So the laser beam is strongly perturbed
before reaching the central part where the shock formation may take
place. In order to avoid (as much as possible) the non-linear phenom-
ena that destroy laser beam, the length of the gas jet wings has to be
reduced or their density has to be reduced by at least a factor of 10
down to the level 0.001nc.

III. IMPROVING PROTON ACCELERATION BY
TAILORING THE GAS DENSITY PROFILE
A. Principle of the density profile tailoring scheme

The principle of plasma tailoring proposed in Ref. 1 is illustrated
in Fig. 7. A picosecond laser pulse propagates along the x-axis. The gas
jet axis is placed at x¼ 0 and y¼ 0 with flow along the z-axis. One or
two nanosecond (ns) laser beam(s) propagate(s) along the y-axis in
the (x, y) plane at a distance b from the jet axis, typically
b ’ 200–300lm in the gas jet wings. Each ns laser pulse creates a blast

FIG. 5. Proton diagram px � x: (a) t ¼ 6 ps, just after the shock formation. The
red circle corresponds to the protons accelerated by CSA and the blue one to the
protons accelerated by heating. (b) t ¼ 19 ps during the shock propagation.

FIG. 6. Time integrated proton energy distribution in the laser beam propagation
direction (angle of 60:2



). The blue part is related to the ion heating and the red

one to ion acceleration by CSA.

TABLE I. Distance of self-focusing of a laser beam having a power 40 TW and
Rayleigh length of the order of 1 mm in a homogeneous plasma of density ne normal-
ized to the critical density nc.

Density ratio Distance xf

1 10 lm
0.1 25 lm
0.01 100 lm
0.001 500 lm
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wave that pushes the plasma toward the center (x¼ 0) of the gas jet,
increasing its density and generating a sharp density profile along the
propagation axis (x) of the ps laser beam. The blast waves bending
combined with their collision increases the density by more than 10
times and generates a very thin (down to a few micrometers), near to
over-critical plasma layer with a high density contrast (>100), and a
lifetime of a few hundred picoseconds. The plasma density profile can
be modified independently at the front and rear sides of the ps-laser
focal plane (x¼ 0) by adjusting the parameters of each ns-pulse (prop-
agation distance b, focal spot size, energy and arrival times).

Hydrodynamic simulations were performed using radiation-
hydrodynamics code TROLL,27 an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian mesh
in two- (2D) and three- spatial dimension (3D). Since many simulations
are needed to explore the parameter space (laser energy and position, gas
jet density and profile) and because the characteristic density scale length
along the jet axis (z in Fig. 7) is much longer than its radius, a simplified
2D geometry in Cartesian coordinates (x – y plane) has been mainly
used. The simulation box is 1� 1mm. The gas column is at the center of
the box (x ¼ 0; y ¼ 0) and corresponds to a supersonic hydrogen gas
jet used in a previous experiment23 (see Fig. 2). The hydrogen is
described as a fully ionized ideal gas. However, in order to prevent an
early gas jet expansion, the initial temperature is set to 300K. Each
heating-beam propagates along the y-axis at a distance 6Dx from the jet
center, is focused at y¼ 0 in a Gaussian focal spot of 15 lm (full width at
half maximum, FWHM), and has a wavelength of 1lm and a Gaussian
temporal profile of FWHM¼ 0.4ns, with a maximum at t¼ 0.7ns.

The plasma parameters obtained from these 2D hydrodynamics
simulations (ne;Te;Ti;Vx;Vy the proton velocities after ns-laser
pulse(s) tailoring, as function of x and y) are used for initialization of
planar 2D PIC simulations with the code SMILEI.28 The laser parame-
ters in the simulations are the same as the simulation presented in Sec.
II B. Once a proton crosses the screen diagnostics placed 5lm before
each boundary, its complete phase space is exported from the PIC sim-
ulation (position x, y, and z, momenta px; py; pz ,time t).

B. Optical tailoring at the front side

To avoid the self-focusing and filamentation of the ps laser beam,
we reduce the gas density at the front part of the gas jet. To achieve
this goal, a 25 J laser beam, with a Gaussian focal spot of 15lm, a
wavelength of 1lm, and a Gaussian temporal profile of 0.4 ns FWHM
is used to tailor the entrance of the gas jet. This laser beam is focused
at 250lm from the gas jet center (see TROLL simulations in Ref. 1). A
set of four PIC simulations of ps laser interaction with preformed
plasma were performed at four different delay times with respect to
the ns-laser pulse. The plasma density profiles between 0.1 and 1.2ns
are shown in Fig. 8. At 0.1 ns, the density profile of the gas jet is the
same as the one used in Sec. II B. (see Fig. 2) with a maximum density
of 1.0nc at the center of the plasma profile.

FIG. 7. Principle of plasma tailoring.
Upper row: Side view (along the y-axis)
of the gas jet exiting from the nozzle along
the z-axis. Bottom row: Top view (along
the z-axis). The two ns laser beams prop-
agate parallel to the y-axis on both sides
of the gas jet. Their absorption in the
plasma creates two blast waves that col-
lide at the center of the gas jet and pro-
duce a sharp gradient, thin, and high
density plasma slab.

FIG. 8. Time evolution of the plasma density profile between 0.1 and 1.2 ns after
ns-laser absorption along the laser propagation axis. In this case, the propagation
distance between ns-laser focus and peak density is set to 250 lm. The maximum
density varies from 1.0nc at 0.1 ns to 5.3nc at 1.2 ns.
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The energy deposition of the tailoring laser induces blast waves
propagating in opposite directions and a local density depletion as
shown in Fig. 8 at x¼ 250lm. The blast wave propagating to the gas
jet center increases the maximum density from nc to 5:3nc in this
region. Nevertheless, the density depletion in the wings is not as large
as required for reducing the non-linear processes. At a distance of
250lm from the jet axis, the density decreases only by a factor of two
and not by a factor of 10 as required. Thus, the density in the gas wings
is not enough reduced, and the laser beam integrity is not preserved
during the laser propagation. Compared to the case without tailoring,
the self-focusing distance is longer (the filamentation starts about
80lm further) due to the local density depletion. However, the proton
acceleration is not enhanced in the direction of the laser propagation.

The proton energy distributions in the forward direction
obtained in these simulations are presented in Fig. 9. Using a gas jet
with initial density of nc modified by a ns-laser at the front side
increases the number of accelerated protons by a factor 7.5 (see Table
II) at the maximum compression delay time of 1.2 ns. This is explained
by a shock created earlier in the density ramp rise and a larger number
of protons that crossed the shock front in the upstream region. Indeed,
depending on the delay time, as presented in Fig. 8, the shock crossed
a higher proton density for the larger delay times. The proton cutoff
energy is a bit lower with gas tailoring because the temperature at the
rear side of the gas jet is lower, leading to a weaker shock.

The proton acceleration can be still improved: in order to
completely suppress the filamentation process and enhance the proton
acceleration in the forward direction, the density in the gas wings has
to be decreased down to a level of 0.001nc as estimated in Sec. II C.,
assuming a maximum density of 0.1nc before the tailoring process.

C. Creation of a very low density pedestal at the
front side

Other sets of 2D planar PIC simulations were performed using
the same gas target but with an initial density 0.10 nc: one without
optical tailoring, another with ns-laser tailoring at the entrance of the
gas jet, and the third one with initial density 0.20 nc with ns-laser tai-
loring. As shown in Fig. 10, the electron density peaks in these simula-
tions are, respectively, 0.10 nc, 0.41 nc, and 1.08 nc.

1. Case without tailoring—initial density 0.10 nc

The filamentation is suppressed and the laser beam integrity is
preserved during its propagation in the low density pedestal as shown
in Fig. 11. The self-focusing of the laser occurs from x¼ 350lm,
inducing an intensity increase by a factor 2.3 between x¼ 350 and
x¼ 400lm as shown in Fig. 11(a).

The maximum density at the center of the gas jet is 0:1nc, so the
ps-laser with a0 � 6 can cross entirely the gas, producing a strong
bulk heating. The protons are expelled from the maximum density
region by the laser ponderomotive force in the transverse direction as
shown in Fig. 12(a) on the laser path. In the very low density region
behind the peak density, the laser heats electrons (up to 800 keV) and
induces wave breaking that evolves in several shocks as shown in Fig.
12(b) after x¼ 650lm. These shocks are weak and are created in a
region where many protons are pushed by the laser ponderomotive
force up to kinetic energies between 2 and 10MeV, so the efficiency of
the proton acceleration can still be improved.

The use of a lower initial density strongly reduces the laser beam
energy loss: the laser beam reaches the higher density region of the
plasma without a notable energy loss. Consequently, the proton accel-
eration is more efficient than in the case of a gas jet target with a den-
sity of 1.0nc: as illustrated in Fig. 13(a), the protons are mainly

FIG. 9. Energy distribution of accelerated protons in the forward direction as a func-
tion of the density profile presented in Fig. 8 with initial density of 1.0 nc and plasma
tailoring at the front side.

TABLE II. Number of accelerated protons in the forward direction and cutoff energy
as a function of the maximum density in the shock front.

Delay time (ns) ne;max=nc Protons Ei > 1 MeV Cutoff energy

0.1 1.00 2:4� 1013 5.0MeV
0.8 1.02 2:8� 1013 4.5MeV
0.9 1.71 4:5� 1013 3.5MeV
1.0 1.90 7:2� 1013 3.8MeV
1.2 5.30 1:8� 1014 3.7MeV

FIG. 10. Electron density profiles in the gas jet with the initial density is divided by
10 (orange) and by 5 (green) (compared to the profiles shown in Fig. 8) with ns-
laser tailoring at the entrance of the gas jet and without tailoring (blue).
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accelerated in the tranverse direction with lower energies (up to
12MeV), whereas in the forward direction, the proton energy reaches
5MeV. However, the proton acceleration efficiency is still low: the
maximum density is 0.1nc, so the gas target remains transparent for
the ps laser beam, the transmission coefficient of the plasma is too
high (about 70%) and the conversion efficiency is low: only 11% of the
laser energy is transferred to the plasma electrons and 2% to protons.
The high density region has to be denser to allow a better laser energy
conversion.

2. Case of laser plasma tailoring—initial density 0.10 nc

As presented in Fig. 10, the use of one ns laser at the entrance of
the gas jet allows us to create a narrower plasma region with a peak
density up to 0.41nc at the center of the gas jet, suitable for electrostatic

FIG. 11. Distribution of the laser electric field Ey in the (x, y) plane (left)—jEy j2 line-
outs at different positions (x¼ 300, 400, 500lm), showing the laser integrity loss in
the gas jet density ramp (right)—the initial density is 0.10nc (top) and 0.20nc (bot-
tom) and is modified by one ns-laser pulse, time is 2.4 ps.

FIG. 12. (a) Spatial distribution of proton density at 3.5 ps just after the laser has
passed through the high density region. (b) Proton phase space diagram at 7 ps
with two shock structures. Case without tailoring—initial density 0.1 nc.

FIG. 13. Angular proton energy distributions: (a) case with no tailoring density pro-
file; (b) case with front side tailoring and an initial density of 0.1nc; and (c) case with
front side tailoring and an initial density of 0.2nc.
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shock formation and efficient proton acceleration in the forward direc-
tion. The low density in the gas wing at the entrance of the gas jet
allows us to keep the laser integrity, as illustrated in Fig. 11: with an
initial density of 0.1 nc, with or without tailoring, the filamentation is
suppressed. Comparing panels a and b in Fig. 13 and presenting the
angular proton energy distributions, the acceleration process is signifi-
cantly improved with the tailoring at the entrance of the gas jet: in the
forward direction, the protons reach energies close to 70MeV within
emission angles less than 30
. At 0
, the proton energy is about
20MeV with some bunches of protons that reach 30 and 40MeV. The
increase in the density at the center of the gas jet allows for a better
laser absorption and thus improves the conversion efficiency of the
laser even if the plasma remains transparent: the laser absorption is
35% (27% in electrons and 8% in protons).

The acceleration proceeds in two stages:

(1) The first acceleration stage is governed by a TNSA-like mecha-
nism and takes place near the high density layer. At 2.1 ps, the
laser pulse penetrates through the high density region, and its
ponderomotive force pushes a part of the electrons forward and
forms a sheath at the target rear surface that presents a sharp
density gradient. The accelerated fast electrons reach energies
up to 100MeV. The current of these hot electrons is so impor-
tant that a magnetic dipole with a maximum magnetic field
intensity of about 2� 104 T at the time 3 ps is formed at about
x ¼ 580 lm at the rear side of the density peak. As observed in
a previous experiment39 and explained numerically,40 this mag-
netic field induces electric fields due to its variation over time
associated with the fast electronic current, providing a contribu-
tion to the accelerating TNSA-like sheath field. The quasistatic
magnetic field is likely to enhance the charge separation to

extend the lifetime of the sheath field and centrally focuses elec-
trons, generating a collimating radial electric field for ions. As
illustrated in Fig. 14(a), at 2.6 ps, the sheath electric field with
amplitude of 0.6 TV/m induces a TNSA-like ion acceleration.
Then, the laser reaches the sharp part of the density profile,
keeping on accelerating electrons up to a hundred MeV and
breaking the steep density profile at the rear side of the plasma.
The heated electrons propagate through the rear side of the
plasma, driving a return current that pulls the background elec-
trons to the laser region where they are accelerated. The early
build-up of the return current with the quick recirculation of
the heated electrons due to the space-charge fields at the rear
side of the plasma tends to uniformize the temperature profile
after the high density region. The electron temperature reaches
3MeV during the shock propagation in the low density ramp.
The TNSA-like field accelerates a bunch of protons to 70MeV.
The rear side of the gas curved by the laser ponderomotive
force, together with the two magnetic lobes created close to the
sharp density gradient, accelerates protons off the laser axis
with an angle of 30
 [see Fig. 13(b)].

(2) The second acceleration stage is governed by a shock-like
mechanism: a large fraction of proton population is thus accel-
erated by the charge separation layer due to the hot electrons
driven by the laser. These accelerated protons evolve into
acoustic wave breaking in the region after the peak density. The
electrostatic shock formed at about 4 ps, after the expulsion of
proton bunch accelerated by TNSA-like mechanism, propagates
downstream and reflects protons. In Fig. 14(c), at 8 ps, three
shocks structures are present with their corresponding electric
fields, and give rise to three energy ranges in the proton energy
distribution in Fig. 13(b). The first shock (shock 1) in Fig. 14(c)

FIG. 14. Proton pxðxÞ diagram and superposed electric field Ex averaged on the whole y-axis in red for tailoring at 0.1 nc density (top row) and for the tailoring at 0.2 nc density
(bottom row). Panels correspond to the time moments of 2.6, 3.7, and 8.0 ps.
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has a velocity of 0:14c between 4.2 and 8 ps and then slows
down to 0:12c at 20 ps, corresponding to a proton energy range
between 27 and 37MeV. These protons are reflected from the
shock front since it is characterized by a Mach number
M ¼ 2 > 1:6, which is able to reflect protons. The secondary
shocks, created later, at 5.5 and 9.5 ps in a high temperature
and low density region (x > 650 lm), present maximum veloci-
ties of 0:09c and 0:04c, corresponding, respectively, to proton
energies of 16 and 3MeV. These three shocks contribute to the
proton angular spectrum distribution in Fig. 13(b), in the for-
ward direction, in a quite narrow emission angle of 5
. The for-
mation of several shocks is due to the long pulse duration that
produces several pressure discontinuities in a hot plasma.

3. Case of laser plasma tailoring—initial density 0.20 nc

In the case of laser tailoring of a plasma with the maximum den-
sity of 0.20 nc, the main laser pulse loses some energy during its propa-
gation in the gas jet wing as explained in Sec. II C due to a higher
density in the entrance wing of the gas jet than in the case of a maxi-
mum density of 0.10 nc. Thus, when the laser reaches the high density
region, as illustrated in Fig. 11, the laser intensity is four times smaller
than in the case with the density 0.10nc considered above. Comparing
shocks structures between these two cases in Fig. 14, the latter case cor-
responds to a smaller shock velocity: due to the laser energy loss in the
plasma pedestal, the electron heating is less efficient in the dense layer.
Moreover, the density in the target is 2 times higher, so the shock dissi-
pates more energy in the plasma during its propagation at the rear side
of the gas jet. Consequently, as presented in Fig. 13c, and compared
with Fig. 13(b) for the case at 0.10 nc, the protons are still accelerated
in the forward direction but the proton energy distribution is broader
due to a higher density after the peak density where the shocks slows
down, spreading the proton energy distribution. Also the proton cutoff
energy is lower (40MeV).

Figure 15(c) presents the corresponding proton energy distribu-
tion integrated in time at different angles: h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
, and 90


obtained by integrating the distribution d2ni=dhdEi in a cone of 65
.
The use of laser plasma tailoring improves the proton acceleration in
terms of direction, energy, and number:

• In the forward direction, the proton cutoff energy increases from
a few MeV without tailoring to several tens of MeV with bunches
of protons up to 40MeV at 0
. The decrease of the proton energy
cutoff when the initial density is doubled is due to the laser
energy loss in the wing before the shock creation.

• The angular distribution of accelerated protons is better aligned
in the forward direction in a tailored plasma: the number of
accelerated protons at 90
 is reduced by a factor of 5, while the
number of protons accelerated at 0
 is increased by a factor of 2.

• The angular distribution of accelerated protons is narrower in
the tailored plasma. It is limited to the range of angles between
0
 and 30
.

The front-side laser tailoring of the plasma density profile before
the main ps-laser shot improves the proton acceleration in terms of
energy, number and directionality. The use of plasma with density 0.10
nc gives the best results in terms of proton maximum energy since the
laser pulse is not perturbed in the pedestal, and it creates a strong shock

in the compressed plasma layer with less dissipation in the region of a
low plasma density. For the case with density of 0.20 nc, the shock
propagates with a lower velocity (the laser pulse has lost more energy
in the higher density entrance wing) so the proton cutoff energy is
lower but the number of accelerated protons in the laser direction is
twice larger than in the case of a density twice lower. Thus, a quasi-
monoenergetic distribution of accelerated protons is obtained with the
lowest density, with energies around 30 and 40MeV, energy spread of
about 16%, and number close to 5� 109 protons per steradian.

The tailoring at the front side of the gas jet target strongly
improves the proton acceleration in a gas target, but using only one
ns-laser pulse at the front side presents a limitation of a peak density
in the compressed layer, which is not high enough to approach the
condition18 ne ffi a0nc for a strong shock formation. Adding a second
ns laser at the rear side allows us to create a higher and narrower den-
sity layer at the center of the gas jet.

FIG. 15. Proton energy distributions integrated in time at angles: h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
,
and 90
 obtained by integrating the distribution d2ni=dhdEi in a cone of 65
: (a)
case without laser tailoring, (b) case with front laser tailoring and an initial density
0.10 nc, and (c) case with front laser tailoring and an initial density 0.20 nc.
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IV. OPTICAL TAILORING OF THE FRONT AND REAR
SIDES OF THE GAS JET
A. Creation of a narrow high density peak by tailoring
both the rear and front sides of the gas jet

Tailoring the entrance of the gas jet allows us to work with a low
gas density and suppresses non-linear processes in the gas jet pedestal.
However, the maximum density only reaches 0.41nc over a distance of
several micrometers and the plasma remains transparent for the ps-
laser beam. The use of a second ns-laser beam at the rear side induces
a second hydrodynamic counterpropagating shock, and if the ns-laser
beams are synchronized, both shocks collide at the gas center. Figure
16 presents the density profile at a high compression at 1.4ns after the
interaction with the two ns-laser beams, allowing us to reach a higher
peak density of 1.4nc and a thin layer of FWHM of about 5lm.

The preservation of the laser beam quality and the increase in
maximum density in the compressed layer allow us to accelerate pro-
tons up to 60MeV. As illustrated in Fig. 17, the proton beam is well
collimated: the protons are mainly accelerated between 0
 and 45
.

Compared to the case of plasma tailoring with one ns-laser [see Fig.
13(b)], some bunches of accelerated protons are present in the forward
direction at 0
 but with a larger energy spread. The proton cutoff
energy is slightly lower and at high energies (> 60MeV); acceleration
is more efficient in the forward direction.

Figure 18 shows time evolution of the acceleration process. The
laser energy is transferred to electrons with an efficiency of 23%, and
then 9% of this energy is transferred to protons. The laser transmission
coefficient is about 40% because the plasma is transparent for the laser
pulse. The peak density value of 1.4nc is smaller than the relativistic
critical density for the laser pulse (cnc �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a0=2Þ

p
nc ¼ 4:4nc).

The acceleration process proceeds in two steps with a TNSA-like stage
followed by shock-like acceleration.

At 2.6 ps, the electrostatic field reaches the value of 1 TV/m but
100 fs after, as illustrated in Fig. 18(a), and a second spike of electro-
static field with amplitude of 0.7 TV/m is created by laser-accelerated
hot electrons. These two spikes of electric field combine and at 3.7 ps
[see Fig. 18(b)] create one strong shock and additional multiple weaker
shock structures. This process can be considered as wave breaking [see
Fig. 18(c)]. The most remarkable difference between the phase spaces
in Figs. 14 and 18 is that the upstream protons before shock reflection
are not at rest at earlier times (see the central plot in both figures), but
have a small uniform momentum. This is a consequence of a steeper
density profile at the rear side of plasma, which leads to the develop-
ment of a higher TNSA-like field. Moreover, the shock propagates
through a plasma with a high electron temperature of 8MeV and can
accelerate protons to higher energies since the shock velocity is directly
linked to the electron temperature.

Figure 19 presents the proton energy distribution integrated in
time at angles: h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
, and 90
 obtained by integrating the
distribution d2ni=dhdEi in a cone of 65
. Compared to the front
ns-beam tailoring, the use of two ns-laser beams improves proton
acceleration in the forward direction. At 0
, a clear signature of CSA is
present with a bump of protons with energies centered on 50MeV
with energy spread (� 40%) and with a particle number of 2� 1010

per steradian. A similar structure (but smaller in terms of number and
energy) is present at 22
.

V. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SHOCK ACCELERATION
SCHEME

Plasma tailoring with two ns-laser beams leads to significant
improvement of proton acceleration in terms of maximum energy,
angular distribution, and number. Another advantage using two ns-
lasers is the presence of the quasi-monoenergetic features in the energy
spectrum in the forward direction. The acceleration process can be fur-
ther improved by optimizing the density, thickness of the gas jet, or the
density gradient of the wings encountered by the main ps-laser beam.

A. Effect of the density peak maximum value

The maximum value of the density profile is a key parameter for
efficient shock acceleration. It defines the time of shock formation and
the shock velocity. If the main pulse is launched at 1.45 ns, that is, just
50 ps later than in the previous case, the maximum plasma density
reaches a value of 2.1nc. The only difference with the density profile
presented in Fig. 16 is the maximum density value. The protons are
accelerated to higher energies with a cutoff energy of 70MeV [see Fig.
20(a)] in the forward direction. Consequently, a higher maximum

FIG. 16. Density profile of the gas jet along the main laser propagation axis shaped
with two ns-lasers. Initial density in the gas jet is 0.10nc. After tailoring both front
and rear sides of the plasma, the maximum density at the center of the gas jet is
1.4nc and the width of the central peak is about 5lm.

FIG. 17. Angular proton energy distribution in the case of two ns-laser tailoring with
initial density n0 ¼ 0:1nc after 1.4 ns.
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density value in the compressed layer improves the proton accelera-
tion. Figure 20(b) presents the proton energy distribution with a clear
signature of CSA with a bump of protons around 55MeV with an
energy spread less than 14% and with a number of particles of 1010 per
steradian.

A variation of the maximum density from 0:1nc to 7nc has been
tested for the density profile obtained with two ns-laser plasma tailor-
ing, using the density profile presented in Fig. 16 and applying a given
multiplicative factor (the whole density profile was multiplied by this
factor, so the density gas wings was also multiplied by the same factor).
Figure 21 shows dependence of the maximum proton energy on the
maximum plasma density. There is an optimal maximum density in
the range between 0:8nc and 3nc corresponding to a proton cutoff
energy above 40MeV. The use of a gas with an initial density 0.1 nc
combined with the two ns-lasers tailoring allows us to obtain a com-
pressed plasma layer with density around 2nc, leading to the most effi-
cient proton acceleration. For the maximum plasma density greater
than 3nc, CSA becomes less efficient because the shock is created ear-
lier in the plasma and is weaker.

B. Effect of the width of compressed layer

In order to increase the number of accelerated protons in the
shock front, the thickness of the compressed layer was increased, as

illustrated in Fig. 22, from 5 to 20lm. Such a profile of compressed
plasma layer can be obtained with longer time delays between the ns
and ps pulses (see Ref. 1).

When the thickness of the compressed layer increases, the accel-
eration process is deteriorated. With a plateau of 5lm (orange curve),
as presented in Fig. 22(a), the proton energy is reduced to 40MeV,
and no spike signature is observed in the proton energy distribution
[see Fig. 22(b)]. The shock is formed earlier in the plateau.

FIG. 18. At times 2.6, 3.7, and 8 ps, proton pxðxÞ diagram and superposed electric field Ex averaged on all y-axis in red.

FIG. 19. Proton energy distribution integrated in time at different angles:
h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
, and 90
 obtained by integrating the distribution d2ni=dhdEi in a
cone of 65
 in the two ns-beams tailoring case.

FIG. 20. (a) Proton energy as a function of emission angle in the case of two ns-
laser tailoring with initial density n0 ¼ nc=10 after 1.45 ns. (b) Proton energy distri-
bution integrated in time at different angles: h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
, and 90
 obtained by
integrating the distribution d2Np=dhdEkin in a cone of 65
 in the two ns-beams tai-
loring case with initial density n0 ¼ nc=10 after 1.45 ns.
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The spectrum at every angle is broadened. As the shock propagates
through a larger plateau (not shown), it continuously slows down lead-
ing to proton acceleration to smaller energies. Thus, increasing the pla-
teau width is not improving the proton acceleration, neither in terms of

maximum energy nor number. An alternative solution for the creation
of a step-like shape for the compressed layer is considered in Sec. VC.

C. Effect of the shape of compressed layer

Figure 23 presents the density profiles obtained from hydrody-
namic simulations at the maximum compression at 1.4 and 1.5 ns in
the case of two ns-laser pulses. The FWHM of the density spike is
2.1lm at 1.4 ns and 4.5lm at 1.5 ns. This profile broadening is associ-
ated with a decrease in the maximum density by a factor of 2.

The acceleration process is significantly improved in terms of
proton energy: as illustrated in Fig. 24, in the forward direction, the
protons reach energies close to 70–80MeV. The angular distribution
is narrowed to 10
 with respect to the laser propagation axis.

The laser energy transfer to electrons is 28% and 11% of this energy
is transferred to protons. The laser transmission coefficient is 40%.

The acceleration process is a combination of TNSA and CSA. As
illustrated in Fig. 25 at 2.6 ps, the laser creates a shock at the beginning
of the compressed layer, which is manifested by the ambipolar longitu-
dinal field of 30GV/m just before x¼ 500lm. At the same time, a
strong TNSA field is created at the rear side of the compressed density
layer. The shock catches up the TNSA field and creates a stronger
acceleration field at x¼ 600lm and t¼ 3.7 ps. The two combined
shocks reflect ions that are pre-accelerated in the TNSA electric field.
The proton energy distribution in the forward direction has a TNSA-
like exponential shape. Figure 24(b) presents the proton energy distri-
bution integrated in time at angles: h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
, and 90
 obtained
by integrating the distribution d2ni=dhdEi in a cone of 65
.
Compared to the two beams tailoring at 1.4 ns, broadening the density
layer improves the proton acceleration in the forward direction. The
cutoff energy is 80MeV at 0
 and the number of accelerated protons
with energies higher than 60MeV is 3� 109 per steradian.

VI. DISCUSSION

This new scheme of tailoring both sides of a supersonic gas target
allows us to reach proton energies never achieved with realistic plasma

FIG. 21. Maximum energy of accelerated protons as a function of maximum density
value of the compressed plasma layer at the center of the gas jet.

FIG. 22. (a) Density profiles used for the different PIC simulations. Maximum den-
sity is 2 nc. (b) Angular proton energy distributions computed for the case of the 5
lm plateau.

FIG. 23. Zoom of density peak region in the case of two ns-beams, 1.4 ns (blue
curve) and 1.5 ns (orange curve), after the ns-lasers are shot.
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density profiles in this regime. For applications, proton acceleration in
the forward direction is the most interesting geometry. Figure 26 sum-
marizes the best proton energy distribution at 0
 obtained in this
work, i.e., with the two ns laser tailoring at different delay times. The
proton energy cutoff varies from 60 to 80MeV. Shock structures are
present in the proton energy distributions with a variable width. At a
delay of 1.40 ns, a bunch of accelerated protons with energies centered
at 50MeV with energy spread (�40%) and with a number of
2� 1010 per steradian are obtained. At a delay of 1.45 ns, the proton

energy distribution is broadened with a maximum shifted to 55MeV
and with a number of 1010 protons per steradian. At a delay of 1.50 ns,
the proton energy distribution takes an exponential-like shape and
with a number of accelerated protons with energies greater than
60MeV of about 3� 109 per steradian.

The specific interest of this scheme consists in the fact that the
proton energy distribution can be adjusted depending on the applica-
tion. For parameters such as the number of ns-beams, the delay time
and the position of the ns-beam allow us to shape the gas density
profile.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present the analysis of proton acceleration in the interaction
of an intense ps laser pulse with a gas jet plasma by using 2D PIC sim-
ulations. A typical gas jet has a few millimeters width, which strongly
deteriorates the angular distribution and energy spectrum of acceler-
ated protons. The use of one or two additional ns laser pulses allows
us to shape independently the density profile at the front and rear sides
of the gas jet. The ns laser beams heat and expel the plasma and create
blast waves that compress the gas density at the center. By choosing an
appropriate delay between the ns and ps laser pulses, one can optimize
the conditions of proton acceleration, their energy distribution, and
energy cutoff.

FIG. 24. (a) Proton energy as a function of emission angle in the case of two ns-
laser tailoring with initial density n0 ¼ nc=10 at 1.5 ns after the ns-laser are shot.
(b) Proton energy distribution integrated in time at angles: h ¼ 0
; 22
; 45
, and
90
 obtained by integrating the distribution d2ni=dhdEi in a cone of 65
 in the two
ns-beams tailoring case at 1.5 ns.

FIG. 25. Proton pxðxÞ diagram and superposed electric field Ex averaged on all y-axis in red for time moments of 2.6, 3.7, and 8.0 ps.

FIG. 26. Comparison of the proton energy distribution integrated in time at h ¼ 0


obtained by integrating the distribution dni=dhdEi in a cone of 65
 in the two-
sides tailoring case depending on delay time.
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A very low density pedestal followed by a narrow compressed
region created by the blast waves is favorable for the creation of a
strong shock. The shape of the rear side density profile controls the
competition between the TNSA and CSA processes. A combination of
these two processes allows us to accelerate protons to high energies.
Thus, plasma tailoring with ns pulses allows us to approach the condi-
tions for an efficient CSA formulated in Sec. I and illustrated in Fig. 1.

• In order to preserve the laser pulse integrity, the better initial
density of the gas jet before the tailoring process is 0:1nc at the
center of the gas jet. Thus, the density in the gas wing entrance is
low enough to allow the laser to keep its integrity. The two blast
waves created by the optical tailoring allow us to obtain a high
density region at the center of the plasma while guaranteeing a
low density pedestal that allows us to keep the laser integrity.

• In order to create a strong shock, the peak plasma density must be
on the order of the relativistic critical density18 ne ffi a0nc. For the
initial maximum density of 0:1nc, one has to create a plasma com-
pression by a factor of 20 assuming the dimensionless amplitude of
the main laser pulse a0 is on the order of unity. Such a compression
on the axis of the gas jet by using two ns laser beams that produce
two converging blast waves creates a thin, high density plasma layer
at the moment of the collision. The optimum density in the com-
pressed layer is about 2nc. The present analysis can be performed
in the future for shorter and lower intensity laser pulses in order to
study CSA in a configuration in which the target remains opaque
to the laser pulse. Moreover, a shorter laser pulse allows us to avoid
the creation of multiple shocks in the upstream region.

• The density and the shape of the upstream region define the num-
ber of protons that can be accelerated in the shock and allow to
control the competition between CSA and TNSA. It has to present
an exponential decreasing density profile in order to allow the
shock to keep a constant velocity. The optimization of key parame-
ters shows that the best results can be obtained with the delay of
1.4–1.5 ns between the ns and ps laser pulses with the ps laser
parameters used in this study. However, in these configurations,
the shock deceleration in that region tends to broaden the proton
energy distribution. With the two ns laser beams tailoring, the rear
side actually verifies this condition with a scale length of 5 lm up
to x ¼ 700 lm; after this limit, the density decreases smoothly over
a distance of 300 lm. The shock slows down on this last part of the
density profile and broadens the proton energy distribution.

The use of gas targets with our tailoring scheme is a promising
way to create ion beams well-suited for applications. For the first time,
acceleration of protons to high energies is predicted with realistic gas
jet density profiles. To obtain higher proton energies (�100MeV),
higher intensity lasers are needed (a0 ’ 10–20) and the density profile
before the tailoring process is the key factor for suppressing the laser
filamentation in the gas wings. Consequently, the compression factor
of the gas jet density, duration of the laser pulse, and the focal spot size
are the parameters that can be used for further optimization of the
proton acceleration.
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